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Welcome 
Welcome to Rising Tide Irish Dance Academy. We’re thrilled to have you. 

At Rising Tide, you’re not just joining a dance school, you’re joining a community. We pride ourselves 
on offering some of the best Irish dance instruction in Atlantic Canada. Equally though, we work hard 
to ensure our dancers, and their families, have the best experience possible. 

We created this handbook for members of the Rising Tide community. In addition to containing in-
formation about Irish dance, it contains important policies of Rising That that all parents and dancers 
need to be familiar with. 

We’re more than happy to answer any questions you may have. Welcome to Rising Tide! 

Sincerely, 

Becky Chapman, TCRG     
Co-owner & coach 
becky@risingtideacademy.ca    

Laura Hopper, TCRG, ADCRG 
Co-owner & coach 
laura@risingtideacademy.ca  
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Rising Tide overview 
Rising Tide mission 
Rising Tide’s mission is to build a community of passionate and skilled Irish dancers, and their families, 
committed to exemplifying the Rising Tide values and elevating the profile of Irish dance in the region. 

Rising Tide values 
Community 

We are building a fun, spirited and supportive community for everyone at Rising Tide. Everyone who in-
teracts with us can feel it. It’s engaging and something people want to be part of. All are welcome and it’s 
a community you will never leave. 

Trust 

We as coaches, dancers, and Rising Tide community members will do what we say. We have each other’s 
backs and start with a positive assumption about each other’s intent. 

Transparency 

Community members can expect open, clear and timely communication on all matters affecting dancers 
and the school. 

Professionalism 

As Coaches: In every interaction with Rising Tide community members and the broader Irish dance com-
munity, we operate with a mindset of respect, honesty and integrity. We interact with our colleagues in a 
friendly manner. We are gracious in victory and defeat and work to exemplify good sportsmanship at all 
times. We are responsible to promote the Rising Tide brand and are seen as a reputable, professional or-
ganization in our region. 

As Dancers and Rising Tide Community Members: In every interaction with fellow dancers, Rising Tide 
community members, and the broader Irish dance community, whether in class, at a competition, or 
elsewhere, we operate with a mindset of respect, honesty, and integrity. We are gracious in victory and 
defeat. We support our classmates and competitors, and work to exemplify good sportsmanship always. 

Accountability 

As Coaches: We will add our full value in every interaction with dancers and Rising Tide community 
members. Our aim is to help each student reach his or her full potential. 

As Dancers: Rising Tide dancers are responsible for their attitudes and behaviours in and outside of class. 
Dancers represent Rising Tide. Dancers own their careers as dancers and, together with their teachers, 
work to reach their full potential. Dancers add their full value and actively participate in every class. 

As Rising Tide Community Members: We are representatives and stewards of the Rising Tide brand. We 
add our full value in every interaction with each other and the wider world. We have each other’s backs. 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Coaches 
At Rising Tide our highly qualified coaches have over forty combined years of experience dancing, 
competing, and teaching and a strong commitment to professional development. Our classes are 
designed to provide dancers a first-rate education in Irish dance supported by technique, fitness, mu-
sic, mental resilience and Irish culture. Classes are supported by skilled assistant teachers when need-
ed. 

Becky Chapman, TCRG, Co-owner & coach 
How lucky am I to have combined two of my favourite things – Irish dance and 
entrepreneurship – to create Rising Tide with Laura? Outside of dance, my 
background is entrepreneurship and public relations and I’m passionate about 
making Rising Tide the best experience possible for our community. 

In the dance studio, my goal is to train our dancers to be the best they can be 
all the while making sure their experience in Irish dance is a highlight. I ap-
proach teaching from the point of view of a dancer’s whole career. More than 
having some choreography memorized for a competition, it’s important that 
dancers have a holistic understanding of Irish dance, from understanding how 
and why to improve even the smallest of details, to the history of Irish dance. If 
at the end of their dancing days our dancers know more and can do more than 
me, I’ll consider the job done. 

Having danced (and lived) in Halifax and Dublin I bring many perspectives to my teaching but also a 
real love for Ireland which I truly enjoy passing on to our dancers. James Joyce once said “When I die 
Dublin will be written in my heart.” and I think the same will be said of me – and maybe a few future Ris-
ing Tiders. 

Laura Hopper, TCRG, ADCRG, Co-owner & coach 
As co-owner and coach at Rising Tide, it’s no surprise that I love Irish dance and 
I love sharing it with others. But beyond my passion for the sport, my job as a 
teacher and adjudicator is to stretch each student to reach their full potential in 
a way that is challenging and fun. For me, the most exciting part about teach-
ing is determining what’s possible for each of our dancers and then working to 
achieve those goals. 

With over 20 years of training in both Irish dance and ballet, and a background 
in human resources, my teaching style is grounded in technique and supported 
by a strong understanding of goal setting, feedback, and motivation. 

As the first Adjudicator (ADCRG) in Atlantic Canada, and past World Irish 
Dance Championship competitor, I understand the dedication required of Irish 
dancers. I offer our dancers a trained eye, clear feedback, passion, energy, en-

thusiasm (and a bit of silliness) as they work towards their goals. 
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Communication from Rising Tide 
It’s our goal to be transparent and to keep you informed. Rising Tide’s primary methods of communi-
cation are email and a monthly newsletter, The Current. Please add the following email addresses to 
your contact list: 

• info@risingtideacademy.com 
• becky@risingtideacademy.com 
• laura@risingtideacademy.com 

To make sure you and/or your dancer have the best experience possible, it’s very important that you 
read all correspondence from Rising Tide and respond accordingly.  Our emails sometimes get 
caught in junk folders, so please add Rising Tide to your safe sender list to ensure you’re always up to 
date. 

Rising Tide also has a Facebook page, Twitter and Instagram accounts, and YouTube channel. Those 
links, along with our website, are listed below. We share lots of content about the school and the 
community so please like, follow and enjoy. 

• www.facebook.com/risingtideacademy 
• Twitter: @risingtideIDA 
• Instagram: risingtideida 
• www.youtube.com (search Rising Tide Irish Dance Academy) 
• www.risingtideacademy.ca  

Our website has a Members Only section where you can find our handbooks, past editions of The 
Current, and instructional videos for dance steps. The password for the Members Only section 
changes every September. Contact your coaches if you need the password. 
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About Irish dance 

As both an art form and a sport, Irish dance offers something for everyone: an opportunity to be 
creative, physical exercise, individual and team activities, personal development, performance, and 
opportunities to compete locally, nationally and internationally (if desired). Using both hard shoes 
(like tap shoes, but with fibre glass tips) and soft shoes (similar to Highland dance shoes or ballet slip-
pers), Irish dance can be percussive and powerful, athletic and elegant. 

Popularized by such shows as Riverdance and Lord of the Dance, Irish dance was originally a social 
form of group dancing performed at weddings, fairs and holidays. It is rooted in the dances taught 
by traveling dance masters throughout Ireland in the 16th and 17th centuries. Famously, Irish dancers 
move only their legs, keeping their arms tightly by their sides – a tradition rumoured to have begun as 
a way for dancers to perform in crowded pubs without the risk of knocking over pints. Learn more 
about the early history of Irish Dance at Marie Duffy’s website. 

Today, Irish dance is taught and performed all over the world. Schools can be found across North & 
South America, Europe, Asia, Australia, South Africa and New Zealand. In addition to learning a 
unique cultural art form and highly effective method of fitness, dancers also learn critical life skills 
including goal setting, teamwork, listening, giving and receiving feedback, sportsmanship and confi-
dence. Although Irish dance still has a strong cultural component, more and more dancers from non-
Irish backgrounds are taking up the style and excelling. 

Rising Tide is registered with the largest governing body of Irish dance, An Comisiún le Ríncí 
Gaelacha (CLRG), which allows dancers to participate recreationally or competitively. Advancement 
in Irish dancing is typically measured through competition. Dancers interested in a competitive track 
can compete at local competitions (feiseanna), national feiseanna, such as the North American 
Championships, and international feiseanna including the World Irish Dance Championships. Visit 
CLRG to learn more. Dancers interested in a more recreational track are offered many opportunities; 
CLRG offers exams for dancers wishing to formally measure their advancement without competing. 
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Irish dance shoes & equipment 
Irish dance requires specific footwear and socks. Dancers can buy necessary footwear, as well as oth-
er Irish dance equipment (e.g., socks, wigs, etc.) at a variety of places, including at feiseanna. Locally, 
dance shoes and socks can be purchased at Heart of the Highlands Dance Supplies  or through Re-
calls Irish Dance Goods.  

Costuming is also an important element in Irish dancing. At Rising Tide, we have our own school cos-
tumes and as dancers progress they have the chance to earn custom, solo costumes. There are many 
rules and details surrounding costuming, so we have created our own set of costume guidelines in a 
separate document. Please familiarize yourself with that resource and reach out with any questions. 

Irish dances, music and technique 
Irish dancers learn three different styles of dance: soft shoe solo dances, hard shoe solo dances and 
team dances. For most of these dances, choreography is custom to each dance school and changes 
constantly as a dancer progresses. 

Each style of dancing is done to music with unique and specific rhythms and speeds.  

On top of performing the dances to the right music, dancers are also expected to carry out very spe-
cific, challenging technique. This section should help clarify some of what dancers can expect to learn 
throughout their dance career. 

Girl’s soft shoes  
(pumps, poms, lights, ghillies)

Boy’s reel shoes

Hard shoes 
(heavies, jig shoes)

Poodle socks (girls only) 
(bubble socks)

�

�

�

�
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Soft shoe solo dances 

Soft shoe dances can be both athletic and elegant depending on the style of the individual dancer. 
There are four solo soft shoe dances a dancer will learn: 

• Slip jig – danced in 9/8 time, traditionally done only by girls 
• Reel – danced in 2/4 or 4/4 time, the only soft shoe dance performed by boys at major 

competitions 
• Light jig – danced in 6/8 time, and only performed in competition to the Prizewinner level, 

often referred to just as the jig 
• Single jig – danced in a 6/8 (or 12/8, though less commonly) time, and typically only per-

formed in the beginner and advanced beginner levels 

Hard shoe solo dances 

Hard shoe dances are what Irish dance is known for: fast feet, intricate footwork and percussive pow-
er. The hard shoe dances include: 

• Treble/heavy jig – danced in 6/8 time, and is performed in a faster, more traditional speed 
by beginners, and a slower speed by more advanced dancers 

• Hornpipe – danced in 2/4 or 4/4 time, and like the treble jig is performed in a faster speed 
by beginners, and a slower speed by more advanced dancers 

• Traditional sets – this is a category of dance that includes both treble jigs and hornpipes. 
Traditional set dances have standard choreography, standard pieces of music, and are per-
formed to a standard speed, so every dancer performs (near) identical version of these seven 
dances. The seven traditional sets are: St. Patrick’s Day, The Job of Journeywork, The Garden 
of Daisies, The Blackbird, King of the Fairies, Three Sea Captains and Jockey to the Fair 

• Non-traditional sets (also called contemporary sets) – this is another category of dance 
that includes both treble jigs and hornpipes. While each non-traditional set has a standard-
ized piece of music, there is no standard choreography or standard speed. A non-traditional 
set is a dancer’s opportunity to showcase his/her strengths, so the choreography is usually tai-
lored to an individual dancer. Coaches are responsible for selecting the music and creating 
the choreography. There are 40 different non-traditional sets  

Team dances 

Team dances are those performed in groups. Team dances can be performed in competitions, festi-
vals or performances. Team dances are a wonderful example of the precision and unison Irish danc-
ing is famous for. Often in team dancing, dancers are partnered in “couples” which is a result of Irish 
dance’s historically social roots. There are three main types of team dances in Irish dance. 

• Ceilis – these are traditional dances with standard choreography. There are 30 ceili dances 
within the CLRG repertoire, some in reel timing, some in jig timing  

• Figures – these can also be done to reel or jig timing, however, the choreography is unique to 
each school. The most common figures are two-hands and three-hands but can be done up 
16-hands and beyond 
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• Performance routines – particularly with the popularity of Riverdance and Lord of the 
Dance, performance-style routines have become a popular way for dancers to try something 
new and expand their skills. Performance routines cannot be done at feiseanna and are only 
for fun or exhibition 

Irish dance music 

As outlined above, Irish dancing is done to specific types of tunes. These are reels, light jigs, slip jigs, 
single jigs, hornpipes and treble/heavy jigs. Depending on a dancer’s competitive level, they will per-
form their steps to different speeds of music. Below is a table outlining the speeds used in eastern 
Canadian feiseanna. Note, if you feis in another region the speeds may vary slightly, please consult 
your coaches for guidance.  

At feiseanna, music is played live for dancers and many feis musicians sell their music for dancers to 
practice with. A simple search on iTunes or Spotify with the name of the tune and appropriate speed 
(ie. Reel 122) should yield several results. Additionally, for beginner speeds, you can search terms such 
as easy, beginner or traditional. If you would like recommendations for music, please contact us. We 
are proud to support many of our feis musicians and would be happy to pass along names. 

Beginner Reel (122), Light Jig (115), Slip Jig (122), Single Jig (124)

Advanced Beginner
Reel (122), Light Jig (115), Slip Jig (122), Single Jig (124) Treble Jig 
(92), Hornpipe (138), St. Patrick’s Day (94)

Novice

Reel (113), Light Jig (115), Slip Jig (113), Treble Jig (92 or 73), 
Hornpipe (138 or 113), Traditional Set Dance (see speeds below) 
Note: Novice dancers may choose between traditional and contemporary 
speeds for Treble Jig and Hornpipe

Open Prizewinner

Reel (113), Light Jig (115), Slip Jig (113), Treble Jig (92 or 73), 
Hornpipe (138 or 113), Traditional Set Dance (see speeds below) 
Note: Open Prizewinner dancers may choose between traditional and 
contemporary speeds for Treble Jig and Hornpipe

Preliminary Championship
Reel (113) (boys and girls) OR Slip Jig (113) (girls only), AND Treble 
Jig (73) or Hornpipe (113) Preliminary Championship Set: Set 
Dance of Choice from the Official List (see ECR rule 8)

Open Championship
Reel (113) (boys and girls) OR Slip Jig (113) (girls only), AND Treble 
Jig (73) OR Hornpipe (113) AND Set Dance of Choice from the 
Official List

Traditional Set Speeds

St. Patrick’s Day 94 OR Blackbird 144 OR Job of Journeywork 138 
OR King of the Fairies 130 OR Jockey to the Fair 90 OR Garden 
of Daisies 138 OR Three Sea Captains 96 
Note: Novice Traditional Set must be a single competition (as must Open 
Prizewinner)
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Irish dance technique 
Irish dance is a highly technical sport, and though subjective, all judges tend to look for six core ele-
ments of technique: 

• Carriage (posture) – Irish dancers should have shoulders down and pulled back, their chest 
open, arms straight and pulled in (slightly back), hips tucked in (i.e., no bum stuck out), and 
head held high with chin lifted (as if you had a crown on your head). Most importantly, a 
dancer with good carriage is able to hold their body in perfect posture even while moving 
and jumping. 

• Footwork – this is a huge part of Irish dance technique. It requires turnout (from your hips), 
crossed feet and legs, dancing high on your toes, and pointing through your ankles and toes. 

• Extension – this refers to how straight your knees and legs are when dancing. Dancers must 
extend (straighten) their knees when moving and dancing, cross their thighs to prevent their 
knees from gapping (particularly when dancing on the spot), and ensuring their legs create a 
strong, straight line from hip to toe. 

• Elevation -  this refers to the height and lift of their legs. Dancers must kick their bums when 
lifting at the back, have enough power in their jumps to get high off the floor (dancers can 
envision getting their hips or head higher in the air), and be strong and flexible enough to lift 
their legs high in the air (e.g., getting your leg well above 90 degrees on clicks). 

• Timing – this is without a doubt the most important element of Irish dance technique. A 
dancer with good timing understands when to start, when to finish, and ensures each step/
movement lands on the beat and moves on the beat. 

• Rhythm – this is closely tied to timing, and can often be confused with timing. While very sim-
ilar, a dancer with good rhythm understands how each movement fits within the music. For 
example, the beats of treble jig trebles are spaced differently in the music as compared to 
hornpipe trebles. A dancer with good rhythm understands how to make each step/movement 
in the music while staying on time. A dancer with poor rhythm but good timing may start and 
end a treble on time, but rush the beats in between. A dancer with good rhythm and poor 
timing may space the beats of a treble correctly but start and end at the wrong point in the 
music.  

As dancers compete in more advanced levels, the expectation is that all competitors will have strong 
technique (as listed above). As a result, judges may begin differentiating dancers based on personal 
preferences in areas like strength, power, speed, performance/personality, and elegance. 
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Feiseanna, grade exams and performances 
Irish dancers spend a lot of time in the studio which is rewarding on its own, but there are many 
places to practice and showcase a dancer’s skill beyond the studio. These include feiseanna, grade 
exams and performance. 

Feiseanna 

Irish dancers can use, and test, their skills in many ways. As was stated earlier, the primary way that 
dancers measure their progress in Irish dancing is through competitions called feiseanna (fesh-anna) 
or feis (fesh) in the singular. Competitions at feiseanna are divided by age, level and individual 
dance.  

At Rising Tide, all dancers are encouraged and trained to compete, although it is not required. As 
competition is such a large part of Irish dancing, we have developed a handbook specifically about 
feiseanna. Please familiarize yourself with this resource.  

Grade exams 

For many years, grade exams were offered primarily in countries around the world that had little to 
no access to feiseanna. Hard working dancers were looking for feedback and a tangible goal to work 
towards and so grade exams were offered to improve and advance when feising wasn’t possible. 

Grade exams have now become common in mainstream Irish dance areas and offer an additional 
way for dancers to measure progress and gain feedback. Grade exams have a set syllabus which 
dancers are marked against and therefore, there is no competitive aspect.  

Rising Tide dancers are also encouraged to take grade exams where possible. Often, they will be held 
in conjunction with feiseanna. Please consult coaches before signing up for exams to ensure dancers 
are ready for the next level and are properly prepared. 

The grade exam syllabus can be found here. 

Performances 

Performing is another fantastic place for dancers to demonstrate their skills and practice new ones. 
Rising Tide hosts an annual recital in May/June which all dancers are expected to participate in. Ad-
ditionally, throughout the year we have several performance opportunities which dancers are encour-
aged to participate in.  

Performing is an important part of dancing and skill in itself that needs practice just like everything 
else. Showcasing Irish dancing in the community is also a wonderful way to bring awareness to our 
dance style. 
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Classes 
Rising Tide has two dance program streams: children’s & competitive and adults. 

Our dance calendar year starts in September and classes run at their regularly scheduled times until 
June and then we switch to an adjusted summer schedule for July and August. For payment purposes, 
the year is divided into three terms: September – December, January – April and May – August.  

Children’s & competitive classes 

Beginner (one class per week) 

A fun and energetic introduction to Irish dance for children 4 and up. Dancers will learn the basics of 
technique, musicality and skills of Irish dance in a dynamic and engaging classroom. Using the tech-
nique and skills learned, dancers will also practice introductory steps for soft shoe dances which in-
clude reel, light jig, single jig and slip jig. 

Advanced Beginner (one class per week) 

A fun and energetic introduction to Irish dance for children who have already taken some Irish danc-
ing. Dancers will build on the basics of technique, musicality and skills of Irish dance learned in the 
Beginner level in a dynamic and engaging classroom. Using the technique and skills learned, dancers 
will also practice steps for the reel, light jig, single jig and slip jig. Dancers will also practice introduc-
tory steps in team dances as well as hard shoe dances.  Perfect for dancers with 1+ years Irish dance 
experience who are keen to grow and develop as dancers. 

Intermediate (two classes per week) 

A class for competitive dancers in Novice and Open Prizewinner. Class is focused on perfecting Irish 
dance technique and developing advanced dance skills, as well as preparing for feiseanna. 
Dancers work closely with coaches to set realistic, but challenging goals to grow as dancers and 
achieve their full potential. In addition to solo dances, team dancing becomes an important aspect 
for dancers at this level.  

Competitive/Championship (two-three classes per week) 

A class for competitive dancers in Open Prizewinner, Preliminary and Open Championships. Class is 
focused on developing advanced dance skills and preparing for feiseanna (including local competi-
tions, as well as regional, national and World Championships). Dancers work closely with coaches to 
set realistic, but challenging goals to grow as dancers and achieve their full potential. One class per 
week is reserved for Preliminary and Open Championship dancers only. 
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Adult Classes 

Adult Beginner (one class per week) 

A high energy class for adults with minimal or no experience in Irish dance. This class focuses on fit-
ness and fun. Dancers will learn the basics of technique, musicality & skills for Irish dance. Using the 
technique and skills learned, dancers will practice introductory soft shoe steps and ceili (team) dances. 

Adult Advanced (one class per week) 

The perfect class for experienced, non-competitive Irish dancers. This class is focused on practicing 
Irish dance skills and technique, learning and perfecting new skills and steps, performance numbers 
and ceili (team) dances. 

How to register 
A registration form, waiver form, and Code of Conduct must be completed and submitted before the 
first class each September or at your first class if joining through the year. In the case of families with 
multiple dancers, each dancer must complete their own set of forms. Completed forms can be 
scanned and emailed, mailed or brought to class.  
 
Forms for both programs are available online and can be requested by email. 

Payment schedule, fees & methods 
Payment is due the first class of term as cash or cheque and there are three terms in a year. Cheques 
are payable to Rising Tide Irish Dance Academy. You may choose to pay term fees in a lump sum, or 
in four (4) cheques post-dated to the first of every month in the term (e.g., January 1, February 1, 
March 1, and April 1). If payment is not received by the last day of the first month of the term (i.e. 
January 31, May 31, September 30) dancers will not be permitted to enter class until payment is re-
ceived. Drop-in fees are also available and are due at the beginning of every class.  

Fees – Children & competitive program  

Term class fees are calculated on a rate of $15/hour. The total amount owing for each term is shared 
on the corresponding registration package which is emailed to Rising Tide families and posted to our 
website. Drop-in fees are listed in the table below. Once dancers have competed in the novice level, a 
10 per cent coaching fee* is added to tuition (note that the fees below include HST). 

Class length Drop-in fee With coaching fee

1 hour $20 $22

1.25 hours $25 $27

1.5 hours $30 $32 

2 hours $40 $42
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Fees – Adult program  

Term class fees are calculated on a rate of $10/hour. The total amount owing for each term is shared 
on the corresponding registration package which is emailed to Rising Tide families and posted to our 
website. Drop-in fees are listed in the table below. In the adult program, the cost per class is the same 
whether paying the term or drop-in rate (note that the fees below include HST). 

*Coaching Fee 

All competitive dancers who have competed in Novice (or above) will be charged a coaching fee. 
The coaching fee is waived for recreational dancers and/or dancers in beginner/ advanced beginner.  
 
So much more goes into preparing dancers for competitions and ensuring they are successful than 
what happens in lessons alone. By charging this fee, it enables our coaches to go above and beyond 
for each dancer, making sure they are supported to our very best abilities. 
 
The coaching fee is 10 per cent of a dancer’s term tuition (before taxes), and is due at the beginning 
of each term. For example, if a term’s pre-tax tuition is $500, the coaching fee will be $50. Competi-
tive dancers paying on a per-class basis will also pay the coaching fee and the corresponding fee is 
listed in the able above. The fee is percentage based, and is proportionate to the number of classes 
taken (and therefore competition level). The coaching fee will apply at the start of the next term fol-
lowing a dancer’s first competition in Novice (e.g., a dancer competes in Novice for the first time in 
June, the coaching fee will be charged starting in September). 

The coaching fee is to help cover the costs of having coaches attend feiseanna and major competi-
tions to both prepare and provide dancers with competition coaching as well as related additional 
prep required outside of regular teaching hours. The fee is designed to contribute to competition-re-
lated overtime of coaches. It doesn’t affect treatment or level of service received in dance classes. Re-
lated activities include assisting with registration and travel plans for competitions, arranging prac-
tices for dancers while away, helping dancers and families navigate feiseanna and major competi-
tions, traveling to competitions, assisting with day-of preparations, providing support and feedback 
on performance throughout the competition, attending awards and results, and fostering a social 
and community environment for all Rising Tide families. By charging this fee, Rising Tide commits to 
having at least one coach attend all major North American competitions regardless of the number of 
dancers participating, and major international competitions where fiscally possible. Rising Tide will 
also make every effort to attend local feiseanna Rising Tide families attend, or will provide alternate 
support (e.g., written warm-ups, phone or video calls, etc.). 

Class length Drop-in fee

1 hour $11.50

1.5 hours $17.50
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Family pricing 
Rising Tide is pleased to offer a price discount for families with more than one dancer registered for 
classes in a given term (note both dancers must be paying the term rate and not drop-in rates).   

Dancer order will be determined by class level. The dancer in the highest level class/with the highest 
tuition will be listed as dancer 1.  

If you are registering more than one dancer, please reach out to us directly so we can help you calcu-
late your total term fees. 

T-shirt fee 
All dancers are required to have a Rising Tide t-shirt. T-shirts are $12.65 (including HST). New 
dancers will be charged the fee upon joining the school. Returning dancers can purchase different 
sizes as needed at the same rate. 

Cancellation and refunds 
Rising Tide Irish Dance Academy reserves the right to cancel classes. If your class is cancelled, a full 
refund will be given. Refunds will be granted should a dancer decide to withdraw from classes.  A full 
refund will be given if the dancer withdraws prior to the start of a term. Once the term begins, if a 
student withdraws, a refund will be granted for the remaining, unattended classes. If a student with-
draws and then returns to class in the same term, no refund will be awarded and the full cost of the 
term will be due. Please note, non-attendance does not constitute a withdrawal. Please notify us di-
rectly if you wish to withdraw. 

Dancer Term fee/discount

Dancer 1 Full term price

Dancer 2 10 per cent discount off full term fee

Dancer 3 (and all subsequent dancers) 15 per cent discount off full term fee
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Class expectations 
Attendance 
Dancers are expected to attend every class for which they are registered. Although we are often 
learning solo choreography, we treat class and our school as a group effort and a community and it’s 
important that dancers of all ages honour their commitment to class. However, we recognize that 
sometimes unforeseen circumstances make that difficult. If you (or your child) are unable to attend 
class, please email your coaches to inform us of the absence. Refunds will not be provided for missed 
classes unless they are cancelled by Rising Tide (ie. for severe weather). If you wish to withdraw from 
class please contact us. 

Dress & equipment 
Dancers should wear clothing appropriate for exercise keeping in mind that the studios can get 
warm. Baggy clothing, particularly pants, should be avoided so that dancing technique can be clear-
ly seen and there is no risk of tripping. Jeans are not allowed. Long hair should be tied back off the 
face. Dancers do not have to wear their blue Rising Tide tshirts; however, they are very much accept-
able to wear to lessons. 

Proper Irish dance shoes and poodle socks (for females) should be worn to all classes. This includes 
soft shoes or boys reel shoes and hard shoes (once level is achieved). New beginners, however, are 
permitted to wear any cloth or soft leather dance slipper, preferably in black, during their first year of 
dancing. 

Dancers should bring their dance shoes and a water bottle into class. Dancers in the beginner-inter-
mediate classes should arrive with their soft shoes already on so we can begin the lesson right on 
time. 

Behaviour 
Dancers and coaches are expected to sign a Code of Conduct at the beginning of each calendar 
year. It is expected that all dancers follow the guidelines laid out in the code. Respect towards every-
one in the Rising Tide community is of the utmost importance.  

We are also a school of trying and learning. We know it isn’t always easy, but dancers are expected 
to try and participate fully in class, even if learning something brand new. We all make mistakes, but 
that’s part of how we get better and trying is an important step. 
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At-home practice 
Dancers are expected to practice at home. When practicing at home dancers should focus on: 

• Ensuring they know the material (we provide videos of all steps for dancers in Beginner 1, Ad-
vanced Beginner, and Intermediate classes) 

• Practicing each step with good technique. Dancers can do this by breaking steps down into 
2-3 bar chunks and practicing that portion focusing on technical elements (e.g., carriage and 
extension, or toe height and crossing)  

• Drilling particular skills with good technique (e.g., skips, sevens, over-downs, clicks, trebles, 
drums, etc.) 

Dancers in higher levels can incorporate strength, fitness and stamina training into their at-home 
practice. Speak with your coaches if you have questions about what to focus on when practicing at 
home, or guidance on fitness and practice schedules. 

Dancers should work on improving all technique areas when practicing; that said periodically, coach-
es will give dancers feedback sheets which will indicate key areas dancers should focus extra attention 
on practicing over the coming weeks.
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